Below is a list of Nonfiction titles to be reviewed in the September 1, 2017, issue of Library Journal. These lists include pertinent publisher and bibliographic information for your convenience.

Starred reviews are indicated with **.

Publishers: Please remember to send us one finished copy of each book that is scheduled for review (i.e., all of the forthcoming titles listed below) if you initially submitted a galley or bound manuscript. Our reviewers are not paid, and we like to send a finished copy of the reviewed book as a thank you. Materials should be mailed to: Library Journal, 123 William Street, Suite 802, New York, NY 10038.

CALL FOR REVIEWERS: LJ editors are looking for reviewers in the following subject areas: Video (Blu-ray capable; contact blfox@mediasourceinc.com); Thrillers (especially military technothrillers and psychological suspense) and Historical Fiction (contact wwilliams@mediasourceinc.com); Performing Arts (contact efrench@mediasourceinc.com); Political Science (contact amastrull@mediasourceinc.com); Technology (contact ssendaula@mediasourceinc.com); and Reference (especially social sciences, science, pop culture; contact mdar@mediasourceinc.com).
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Splendid Isolation
Memoir continues to be important – perhaps too important? – to publishers, who will doubtless have been encouraged by the way it dominated the nonfiction prize shortlists in 2016, all but pushing aside traditional biography. The one I'm looking forward to more than any other is The Rules Do Not Apply by Ariel Levy (Fleet), which tells the story of how its journalist author built a successful and unconventional (by some standards) life, only to watch it crumble to dust.

The Art of Mystery looks beyond the usual academic treatment, for writers and readers alike; Steib's energetic and inspiring voice guarantees readers will find at least one takeaway to improve their lives; a compelling study that will interest those who wish to learn about German culture; an indispensable resource for anyone seeking to add a powerful punch of color to their garden. Below is a list of Nonfiction titles to be reviewed in the January 2018 issue of Library Journal. These lists include pertinent publisher and bibliographic inform